The spatial distribution of pulvinar neurons that project to two subregions of the inferior parietal lobule in the macaque.
The distribution of pulvinar neurons that project to the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) and area 7a, two subregions of the inferior parietal lobule in monkeys, was determined using small injections of retrogradely transported fluorescent dyes. Both LIP and 7a received the majority of their thalamic input from contiguous but distinct zones within the medial pulvinar nucleus. Thalamocortical cell bodies that projected to LIP were arranged in a dense, horizontally oriented cluster that was sandwiched between two similar clusters of neurons that projected to 7a. There was minimal overlap of the respective clusters. LIP also received an appreciable input from the dorsal half of the lateral pulvinar nucleus, but tracer placements in 7a resulted in only occasional labeled neurons in the lateral pulvinar.